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At a Glance

1

XMG Studio’s Fashion Star Boutique teaches aspiring
designers how to best manage their own fashion line
and store according to realistic facets of the industry.
This includes filling the boutique with not just beautiful
but also economically smart designs according to
clothing prices and time to market.
Just like true designers, the players need to fuse
customer requests in their designs to ensure success
and secure bonus points. If the player successfully
integrates the tastes of customers into their fashion
line, rewards and additional content are unlocked. To do
so, players can choose from a large number of dresses,
jackets, mini skirts and more – all inspired by the highend fashion shows in New York, Paris, and Milan.
As the player advances, the designer unlocks more
and more customers and learns about their individual
tastes, styles and preferences. The easy to use interface
is simple enough for the younger user, but provides
options to keep even the most experienced designista
entertained and fully immersed to become a real
Fashion Star with their own Boutique. For everyone
who’s ever dreamed of living the life of a glamorous
fashion designer, Fashion Star Boutique is for you!

Premium designs inspired by Runways Around the World

Expected International Release Date: May 2012
Price: Freemium
Available Platforms: iOS

Playing the Game

3

1

Fashion-hungry consumers are waiting for you
to fill your boutique with your signature designs!
Choose from a large number of runway inspired
cuts, patterns and accessories and open the
doors of your very own boutique!

2

Discover customer preferences as you design
clothes, customize patterns and accentuate with
accessories.

3

Stack your boutique with the hottest designs
in town and earn coins and style points.

4

Unlock celebrity clients and premium designer
packs filled with the new fashion patterns and
stylish accessories.

5

Test your sense of style and complete challenges
to win exclusive prizes — New patterns and
accessories, coins, style points and more insight
on your clients’ preferences will help you
become a real Fashion Star!

A Unique Fashion Experience
on Your Phone & Tablet

5

Launched by award-winning mobile video game developer XMG Studio
Inc., Fashion Star Boutique brings the hottest trends from the runways
of the fashion world and incorporates them into a seriously fun game for
smartphones and tablets. Designed by the developers of the hit fashion
application Style Studio: Fashion Designer, Fashion Star Boutique is the
first sophisticated mobile fashion experience that encourages women of
all ages to express their sense of self through fashion. This includes
filling their boutique with beautiful creations and managing their stores
according to realistic facets of the fashion industry.
“Fashion Star Boutique is a fresh perspective on games targeted at
the women’s market,” says Ray Sharma, founder of XMG Studio Inc.
“The game builds upon the natural creativity of the player and inspires
the user to be strong and independent — just like a real fashion store
owner. Boutique proprietors can act out their passion for fashion while
sustaining a meaningful hobby that stimulates their intellect.”

Only some of the many original patterns
used in Fashion Star Boutique

Designed by fashion lovers for fashion lovers, Fashion Star Boutique
represents the evolution of XMG’s hit property Style Studio, a winner in
the Best Art Application of the 2010 Best App Ever Awards. With over
1.5 million design inspirations already created, Fashion Star Boutique
will now allow fans of the game to show off their creations in a whole
new venue. Future updates will include features to allow users to interact
with each other and the creation of a Fashion Star Boutique community.

Designed by fashion lovers
for fashion lovers
On the next few pages, you’ll
meet the lovely ladies of XMG and
their fabulous boutiques: Nicole’s
Apt 1612 Boutique, Jackie’s The
Frey Boutique, Gabby’s Sherwood
Florist Boutique and Lyndsey
North7 Boutique.

Each boutique reflects the individual
styles of the four fashion lovers
and is a testament of their unique
personalities. It shows how
powerful fashion can be as a tool
of self-expression and how the
design possibilities in Fashion Star
Boutique really are endless.
Lydia Schaele, 27
Public Relations
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Apt 1612 Boutique

Describes her style as:

A mix of high and low, and usually
casual and relaxed

Celebrity style inspiration:

I adore Kate Bosworth’s style! Also
love our homegirl Coco Rocha,
and I’m in love with Megan Draper
from Mad Men

Favorite current trend:

Definitely colour and prints!! As
well as pastels / neon. I’m also
loving the the popularization of
DIYs as of recent

Can’t live without:

My Bensimon sneakers. So comfy
and chic

Favorite Designer:

There are so many that I look up
to! But Prabal Gurung I would
have to say is definitely on the top
of my list right now

Nicole Ostonal, 26
Fashion Designer

Describes her style as:

Experimental but classy edginess.
I like form-fitting pieces, but not
too revealing (it’s not necessary,
and here in Toronto, it gets cold!)

Celebrity style inspiration:
Ruby Rose & Edie Sedgwick. Both
are badass in their own way

Favorite current trend:

DIYs (I give my hardware tools and
ribbon collection a second look
now), Stripes & Denim brights

Can’t live without:

My silver or gunmetal chains & rings

Favorite Designer:

Jackie Fong, 24
UI Designer

Paul Marciano. He’s got a good
range of army-inspired wear and
a creative use of vibrant colours &
floral patterns, sometimes mixing
them with studs & chains. Have I
mentioned I love chains?

The Fray
Boutique
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Sherwood Florist
Boutique

Describes her style as:

Quirky, eclectic, fun and colourful.
I’m a sucker for plaid & floral prints

Celebrity style inspiration:
Annie Clark (St. Vincent), Zooey
Deschanel, Charlotte (Chuck)
from Pushing Daisies

Favorite current trend:

Scalloped hems and peter pan
collars. I also like how huge DIY
has gotten recently — so many
crafty ideas!

Can’t live without:

My Louche rain jacket — I want to
wear it even when it isn’t raining.
Also my cat-eye Ray Ban glasses.
I’m so so so in love with them

Favorite Designer:

Eva Franco. Her dresses are just
absolutely gorgeous and I swoon
every time I come across one

Gabby DaRienzo, 22
Graphic Designer

Describes her style as:

Modern, futuristic-esque business
casual. Dark neutrals with accents
of colour

Celebrity style inspiration:

I love the fashion in science fiction
series such as Mass Effect; I like
to design my wardrobe to have a
similar vibe of classy-yet-futuristic

Favorite current trend:
Colour blocking

Can’t live without:

My Tiffany’s charm bracelet. It
adds instant class to any outfit, is
timelessly cute, and has a deep
sentimental meaning to me

Favorite Designer:

Lyndsey Gallant, 23
Concept Artist/Illustrator

I don’t have a favourite designer
per se, but I love shopping at
French Connection. I find it to be
the perfect place for styles that
are unique, modern, but relatively
affordable.

North7 Boutique
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67 Yonge Street, Suite 1600
Toronto, ON, M5E 1J8

